THE TRADITIONS DINING COLLECTION

TRADITIONS DINING COLLECTION:
The Traditions Dining Collection transforms any
backyard into an elegant outdoor dining area with
its superior quality and deep-comfort design.
This series includes an assortment of dining
table options, offered in various shapes and sizes
that cater to your style, desired seat quantity and
outdoor space. Each piece is constructed with
durable aluminum frames and polished with a
protective bronze coating that repels all moisture
and weathering harm. Ornate, open-cast accents
swirl across the top of each cast-top table and
chair, creating an elegant display of craftsmanship
throughout the entire collection.
Swivel-action rockers are available as an alternate
option to the traditional dining chair. These rockers
perform a smooth, 360-degree spin and gentle
rocking motion throughout the meal. Plush seat
cushions are provided with each chair and offer
additional comfort as you entertain your guests.

FEATURES:
··

• Durable all-weather construction

··

• Rust-resistant aluminum frames

··

• Cast- or glass-top tables offered
in various shapes and sizes

··

• Cushions included with each chair

··

• Swivel chairs rock and spin 3600

··

• Quality checked and approved

··

• Some assembly required

··

• 1-year limited warranty

··

TRADITIONS DINING COLLECTION:
3-Piece Bistro Sets
TRADITIONS3PCSW.............................................................. UPC: 091037654885

Includes two swivel rockers with tan cushions and a 32” cast-top table

TRADDN3PCSWG.................................................................. UPC: 013964884906

Includes two stationary chairs with tan cushions and a 30” glass-top table

TRADDN3PCG........................................................................ UPC: 013964884920

Includes two swivel rockers with tan cushions and a 30” glass-top table

TRADDN3PCG with glass-top table

5-Piece Dining Sets
TRADITIONS5PC.................................................................... UPC: 091037654878

Includes four stationary chairs with tan cushions and a 48” cast-top table

TRADITIONS5PCSW.............................................................. UPC: 091037654861

Includes four swivel rockers with tan cushions and a 48” cast-top table

TRADDN5PCG......................................................................... UPC: 013964884982
Includes four stationary chairs with tan cushions and a 48” glass-top table

TRADDN5PCSWG.................................................................. UPC: 013964885026

Includes four swivel rockers with tan cushions and a 48” glass-top table

5-Piece Dining Sets with Umbrella and Stand

TRADITIONS5PC with cast-top table

TRADITIONS5PC-SU............................................................. UPC: 091037658647

Includes four stationary chairs with tan cushions, a 48” cast-top table, and a 9 ft.
table umbrella with stand

TRADITIONS5PCSW-SU....................................................... UPC: 091037658654

Includes four swivel rockers with tan cushions, a 48” cast-top table, , and a 9 ft.
table umbrella with stand

TRADDN5PCG-SU.................................................................. UPC: 013964885002
Includes four stationary chairs with tan cushions, a 48” glass-top table, and a 9 ft.
table umbrella with stand

TRADDN5PCSWG-SU........................................................... UPC: 013964885040

Includes four swivel rockers with tan cushions, a 48” glass-top table, and a 9 ft.
table umbrella with stand

TRADDN5PCSWG-SU with table umbrella
These are preliminary specifications and are subject to change
For more information on Hanover Outdoor visit: www.hanover-products.com

TRADITIONS DINING COLLECTION:
7-Piece Dining Sets
TRADITIONS7PCSW.............................................................. UPC: 091037654854

Includes two swivel rockers and four stationary chairs with tan cushions and a
38” x 72” cast-top table

TRADITIONS7PC.................................................................... UPC: 013964879698

Includes six stationary chairs with tan cushions and a 38” x 72” cast-top table

TRADITIONS7PCSW-6........................................................... UPC: 013964879841
Includes six swivel rockers with tan cushions and a 38” x 72” cast-top table

TRADDN7PCSW2G................................................................ UPC: 013964885187
Includes two swivel rockers and four stationary chairs with tan cushions and a
42” x 84” glass-top table

TRADDN7PCG........................................................................ UPC: 013964885101

Includes six stationary chairs with tan cushions and a 42” x 84” glass-top table

TRADDN7PCSWG................................................................... UPC: 013964885149
Includes six swivel rockers with tan cushions and a 42” x 84” glass-top table

TRADITIONS7PCSW with 38” x 72” cast-top table

7-Piece Dining Sets with Umbrella and Stand
TRADITIONS7PCSW-SU....................................................... UPC: 091037658661

Includes two swivel rockers and four stationary chairs with tan cushions, a
38” x 72” cast-top table, and a 9 ft. umbrella with stand

TRADITIONS7PC-SU............................................................. UPC: 013964885453

Includes six stationary chairs with tan cushions, a 38” x 72” cast-top table, and a
9 ft. umbrella with stand

TRADITIONS7PCSW6-SU...................................................... UPC: 013964885477
Includes six swivel rockers with tan cushions, a 38” x 72” cast-top table, and a 9 ft.
umbrella with stand

TRADDN7PCSW2G-SU.......................................................... UPC: 013964885200
Includes two swivel rockers and four stationary chairs with tan cushions, a
42” x 84” glass-top table, and a 9 ft. umbrella with stand

TRADDN7PCG-SU................................................................. UPC: 013964885125

Includes six stationary chairs with tan cushions, a 42” x 84” glass-top table, and a
9 ft. umbrella with stand

TRADDN7PCSWG-SU............................................................ UPC: 013964885163

Includes six swivel rockers with tan cushions, a 42” x 84” glass-top table, and a 9 ft.
umbrella with stand
TRADDN7PCG-SU with 42” x 84” glass-top table

These are preliminary specifications and are subject to change
For more information on Hanover Outdoor visit: www.hanover-products.com

TRADITIONS DINING COLLECTION:
9-Piece Dining Sets
TRADDN9PCSW-2.................................................................. UPC: 013964864427
Includes two swivel rockers and six stationary chairs with tan cushions and a
41” x 84” cast-top table

TRADDN9PC........................................................................... UPC: 013964864403

Includes eight stationary chairs with tan cushions and a 41” x 84” cast-top table

TRADDN9PCSW-8.................................................................. UPC: 013964864434
Includes eight swivel rockers with tan cushions and a 41” x 84” cast-top table

TRADDN9PCSW2G................................................................ UPC: 013964885408
Includes two swivel rockers and six stationary chairs with tan cushions and a
42” x 84” glass-top table

TRADDN9PCG........................................................................ UPC: 013964885255

Includes eight stationary chairs with tan cushions and a 42” x 84” glass-top table

TRADDN9PCSW-8 with 41” x 84” cast-top table

TRADDN9PCSWG................................................................... UPC: 013964885323
Includes eight swivel rockers with tan cushions and a 42” x 84” glass-top table

9-Piece Dining Sets with Umbrella and Stand
TRADDN9PCSW2-SU............................................................. UPC: 013964885392
Includes two swivel rockers and six stationary chairs with tan cushions, a 41” x 84”
cast-top table, and a 11 ft. umbrella with stand

TRADDN9PC-SU.................................................................... UPC: 013964885248

Includes eight stationary chairs with tan cushions, a 41” x 84” cast-top table, and a
11 ft. umbrella with stand

TRADDN9PCSW8-SU............................................................. UPC: 013964885439
Includes eight swivel rockers with tan cushions, a 41” x 84” cast-top table, and a
11 ft. umbrella with stand

TRADDN9PCSW2G-SU.......................................................... UPC: 013964885422
Includes two swivel rockers and six stationary chairs with tan cushions, a 42” x 84”
glass-top table, and a 11 ft. umbrella with stand

TRADDN9PCG-SU................................................................. UPC: 013964885279

Includes eight stationary chairs with tan cushions, a 42” x 84” glass-top table, and a
11 ft. umbrella with stand

TRADDN9PCSWG-SU............................................................ UPC: 013964885347
Includes eight swivel rockers with tan cushions, a 42” x 84” glass-top table, and a
11 ft. umbrella with stand

TRADDN9PCSWG-SU with 11 ft. table umbrella

These are preliminary specifications and are subject to change
For more information on Hanover Outdoor visit: www.hanover-products.com

TRADITIONS DINING COLLECTION:
9-Piece Square Dining Sets
TRADDN9PCSQ..................................................................... UPC: 013964864410

Includes eight stationary chairs with tan cushions and a 60” square cast-top table

TRADDN9PCSWSQ-8............................................................. UPC: 013964864441
Includes eight swivel rockers with tan cushions and a 60” square cast-top table

TRADDN9PCSQG.................................................................. UPC: 013964885293

Includes eight stationary chairs with tan cushions and a 60” square glass-top table

TRADDN9PCSWSQG............................................................. UPC: 013964885354
Includes eight swivel rockers with tan cushions and a 60” square glass-top table

TRADDN9PCSWSQ-8 with eight swivel rockers

9-Piece Square Dining Sets with Umbrella and Stand
TRADDN9PCSQ-SU............................................................... UPC: 013964885286

Includes eight stationary chairs with tan cushions, a 60” square cast-top table, and
a 11 ft. umbrella with stand

TRADDN9PCSWSQ8-SU........................................................ UPC: 013964885385
Includes eight swivel rockers with tan cushions, a 60” square cast-top table, and a
11 ft. umbrella with stand

TRADDN9PCSQG-SU............................................................ UPC: 013964885316

Includes eight stationary chairs with tan cushions, a 60” square glass-top table, and
a 11 ft. umbrella with stand

TRADDN9PCSWSQG-SU....................................................... UPC: 013964885378
Includes eight swivel rockers with tan cushions, a 60” square glass-top table, and a
11 ft. umbrella with stand

TRADUMB-11 11 ft. table umbrella with pivot

These are preliminary specifications and are subject to change
For more information on Hanover Outdoor visit: www.hanover-products.com

TRADITIONS DINING COLLECTION:
High-Dining Bar Sets
TRADDN3PCSW-BR.............................................................. UPC: 013964865509

Includes two swivel bar chairs and a 30” round bar table

TRADDN5PCBR....................................................................... UPC: 013964884944
Includes four swivel bar chairs with tan cushions and a 56” cast-top table

TRADDN7PCBR...................................................................... UPC: 013964885064

Includes six swivel bar chairs with tan cushions and a 56” cast-top table

High-Dining Bar Sets with Umbrella and Stand
TRADDN5PCBR-SU............................................................... UPC: 013964884968

Includes four swivel bar chairs with tan cushions, a 56” cast-top table, and a 11 ft.
umbrella with stand

TRADDN7PCBR-SU................................................................ UPC: 013964885088

TRADDN9PCSWSQ-8 with eight swivel rockers

Includes six swivel bar chairs with tan cushions, a 56” cast-top table, and a 11 ft.
umbrella with stand

High-Dining Bar Sets with Fire Pit Table
TRAD5PCFPBR........................................................................UPC: 013964885484

Includes four swivel bar chairs with tan cushions, and a fire pit bar table

TRAD7PCFPBR.........................................................................UPC: 013964885507
Includes six swivel bar chairs with tan cushions, and a fire pit bar table

TRAD5PCFPBR with fire pit bar table

These are preliminary specifications and are subject to change
For more information on Hanover Outdoor visit: www.hanover-products.com

